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Editorial on the Research Topic

Actors and adaptive planning in water management

The central idea of this Research Topic is to explore actors’ agency in adaptive

water planning. We seek to address three shortfalls that have previously contributed to

a failure of planning processes: (i) planners’ tendency to focus on the technical aspects

of water management, ignoring the practices and different kinds of knowledge of water

users, (ii) planning processes are often understood as human interventions transforming

environments or technical systems from a given state to a desired state in a rational, linear

process that is fully controllable and manageable (Furlong et al., 2016), an understanding

of planning that is deeply rooted in the modern, anthropocentric worldview (Franco-

Torres, 2021); (iii) planners face several difficulties when engaging with actors to match

their ideas with the task to find workable, adequate and financially sound technical

solutions for the near and far future.

The advancement of climate change science made clear that nature is not static

but responds to anthropogenic influences. Combined with a paradigm shift from

government to governance which led to a demand to accommodate the uncertain future

in water system design choices with, not despite actors. With regards to water, several

authors stressed the reciprocal relationship of water-infrastructure and water-related

practices (Bakker, 2002; Sivapalan et al., 2012; Budds et al., 2014). This relationship

calls for a non-static view on water and urges for a deepening of the understanding of

water users’ practices and the structural factors affecting them—which go well-beyond

the infrastructure for water provision. Water managers, however, simultaneously need

to offer system-based, technical solutions, adequately addressing a contested future

(Zandvoort et al., 2019).

Adaptive planning approaches have (re-)emerged in order to address these earlier

shortfalls and deal with a non-static, and hence much more difficult to predict future.

Recent model-based work in this area was conducted on planning for climate change

and for water management in delta-regions, which are highly affected by sea-level rise

(Lempert and Groves, 2010; Haasnoot et al., 2013, 2018). Here, water infrastructure
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planning takes place in a setting where external factors like

sea-level rise cannot be controlled regionally and so impose

uncertainty about the future. Thus, planning needs to be

geared toward accommodating multiple futures with clear

options of shifting between pathways when responding to

different scenarios. Contestation, however, arises when planners

adaptively plan without integrating actors’ perspectives on

future development and setting clear signpost to trigger

deviating paths together (Zandvoort et al., 2017).

Yet, despite a growing recognition and attention for actors

in adaptive planning, the majority of contemporary scholarship

in the water domain continues to use (integrated) technical

system perspectives.While acknowledging that actors and policy

processes decisively influence the functioning of water systems,

they do not adequately include the specific challenges arising

from this influence into their calculation. A recent review by

Werners et al. (2021) of pathways planning approaches showed

a similar pattern; although there are some explicitly “multi-

stakeholder” approaches, the majority of approaches falls in

the “system”-domains. With this Research Topic, we hope to

contribute to further close this gap.

The collated five articles address influences of various

actors on water planning and management at very different

scales ranging from individual users (Otaki et al.) via the

local level (Versteeg et al.; Luft and Butsch) to the level of

river basin planning and management (Almazán-Casali et al.;

Srinivasan et al.). On the individual level, Otaki et al. focus

on behavioral change of individual water users. Their study

seeks to explore how to influence water consumption of end

users through detailed and timely feedback, with the ultimate

goal to sustainably change consumption practices. However,

their intervention study was for various reasons only partially

successful. This reinforces that designing effective feedback

mechanisms remains a challenging, yet not impossible task, and

that tools like this can be future building blocks of adaptive

strategies for water management.

In the two papers working on the local level, Luft and Butsch

and Versteeg et al. work with local communities and experts to

develop adaptive pathways toward desirable futures. Versteeg

et al. apply adaptive planning to increase the benefit of water-

related development projects in Bangladesh. They use adaptive

planning to prevent planning failures and the creation of

“white elephants”—visible and costly malinvestments of official

development aid. Luft and Butsch work with local communities

and experts to design pathways toward a sustainable future

for a periurban village in India. The village is located in a

transition zone where different interests and pressures from

various actors battle over the village’s future development

pathways. In this setting, adaptive planning works as a tool for

communicating and balancing different interests. At the same

time, this study also showcases the potential of adaptive planning

for empowering marginalized groups when they are adequately

represented during the planning process.

Almazán-Casali et al. and Srinivasan et al. work at the scale

of the river basin. This necessitates the engagement of a broader

suite of actors in planning processes to reflect the specific

nature of water e.g., in upstream–downstream connections of

actors, which makes planning a challenging task. Srinivasan

et al. focus on the institutional mechanisms in polycentric water-

governance organizations and how they respond to various

types of external disturbances. Informed by resilience thinking

they identify anticipatory resilience capabilities and adaptive

capabilities in organizations in charge of river restoration.

The institutions’ capacities to adapt are the focus of their

research. Likewise, Almazán-Casali et al. analyze how and why

institutions succeed or fail in changing and adapting. They

show how planners’ framing of problems limits their capacity

to react to new challenges for managing water bodies. Especially

the orientation toward technological systems results in specific

ways of reacting to crises, which creates path-dependencies and

prevents the establishment of other adaptation strategies.

Together, the papers of this Research Topic not only show

the potential for adaptive planning but also illustrate the

limitations of the approach and the difficult, yet necessary, task

for water planners and managers to involve actors. Without

the necessary institutional and governance arrangements and

with competent actors involved, adaptive planning will remain

a technically limited approach to adapt with future challenges

ahead. Yet, given the multiple crises we face and the

uncertainties they produce, adaptive planning that does help

to keep several—ideally sustainable—pathways into the future

open, is a planning paradigm that fits the great transformations

needed today.
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